Fetal Ventriculomegaly and Outcomes: About 3 Cases
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Abstract

Introduction: Ventriculomegaly is one of the most common abnormalities detected by prenatal ultrasound. This entity can be associated with brain abnormalities and other malformations. In order to perform a good prenatal counseling, the diagnosis is essential. Objective: Our purpose was to report the management of 3 cases of ventriculomegaly in our practice and underline the benefits of the neuropathologic exam. Methods: We analyzed retrospectively 3 medical files concerning fetus that were diagnosed as having one or two ventricles of >10 mm and a follow up for prenatal diagnosis. Results: All cases were diagnosed between 22 and 27 weeks of gestation by an ultrasound. In a case, the ventriculomegaly evolved rapidly to a hydrocephalus. In two cases, the pregnancy was terminated with medical interruption by the parent’s request. Amniocentesis confirmed the diagnosis of congenital toxoplasmosis in case 2 there were no chromosomal abnormalities after karyotyping. Causes included holoprosencephaly, congenital toxoplasmosis and mesencephalosynapsis. Conclusion: Ultrasonography may detect ventriculomegaly nervelessly in the cases presented, pathology exam was essential to assess the diagnostic. Causes are numerous and prognosis variable. We recommend MRI that is more and more accessible in our regions in the follow up of this entity and neuropathology exam in case of termination of the pregnancy. The establishment of main causes of ventriculomegaly in our regions (infectious causes for example) could help to prevent this outcome in our practice.
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1. Introduction

Fetal Ventriculomegaly (FVM) is defined as an enlargement of the lateral cere-
bral ventricles of the fetus. It can be a variation of the normal or the sign of an underlying pathology. The generic term ventriculomegaly has been preferred to ventricular dilatation and/or hydrocephalus, which already presupposes a pathophysiological mechanism [1].

It is defined in ultrasonographic imaging by a threshold value that is 10 mm > +4 DS in an axial plane and in a standardized measurement meeting strict anatomical criteria [2] [3]. The presence of ventriculomegaly at the Ultrasonography is one of the first signs of call to the discovery of a cerebral malformation in prenatal diagnosis. It can evolve to a hydrocephalus with increase in the volume of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and be responsible for high intracranial pressure [1] [4].

Ventriculomegaly can be the result of very different mechanisms. The cause can be from a genetic origin and other etiological factors such as infections, toxic or nutritional deficiencies may be involved [5].

The determination of the cause is important to be able to establish a counsel and to ensure an effective prevention if the cause is of environmental origin, toxic, infectious, defective or genetic. Foeto-pathological examination, in particular neuropathological examination, is essential in this etiological approach.

The purpose of our work is to report through 3 observations of fetus with ventriculomegaly, the contribution of the etiological approach and the foeto-pathological examination in the determination of mechanisms and etiological factors involved.

2. Methods

We conducted a retrospective analysis of the fetal records of medical termination of pregnancy or fetal death in utero at 2 centers that are the Histology-Embryology and Cytogenetics laboratory of the Faculty of Medicine of Dakar (Senegal) and the Histology-Embryology and Cytogenetics unit of the Faculty of Health Sciences of Cotonou (Benin) between 2006 and 2018.

The study material was filed from fetus with fetal abnormalities detected by ultrasound and referred for suspicion of brain abnormalities in the prenatal medicine unit called “Pathologic pregnancy” and then in the fetopathologic unit. The diagnosis of VM was retained when ultrasound measurement of the ventricular junction was greater than 10 mm. This measurement was performed on an axial section passing just above the plane of the thalamus by placing the “calipers” perpendicularly to the major axis of the ventricle, from the lateral wall to the medial wall of the ventricle lumen, immediately behind the choroid plexuses [3].

So the study material concerned 10 files. We included all files (3 fetuses) with a complete investigation in which ventriculomegaly was diagnosed with or without other brain abnormalities during a second or third trimester ultrasound with assessment for an etiology. Namely, we collected data from: 1) an medical history in search of toxins and eating habits, 2) an ultrasound, 3) “TORCH” se-
rologies for toxoplasmosis, mumps, rubella, CMV and Herpes simplex virus and syphilis. 4) an amniocentesis and a karyotype. 5) the signed forms of informed consent from parents concerning investigation like karyotyping and pathology.

Indeed autopsy was performed only when allowed by parents with signed forms. The pathologic and the neuropathological examination were done following a protocol of good practice. We excluded files, without “TORCH” serologies or amniocentesis. Our study got the approval of the ethics committee of the doctoral school of human biology from the medical school of Cheikh anta Diop University of Dakar.

3. Observations

The fetuses examined are from patients who have had a medical abortion (cases 1 and 3). In case 2, the fetus was examined after expulsion following a fetal death in utero at 26 weeks of pregnancy. We report the results of the ultrasound in Figure 1. The data of the autopsy were summarized in Table 1. The neuroanatomical lesions and the histologic findings are reported respectively in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

The results of the post mortem examination of fetuses 1 and 3 are reported in Table 1.

Case 1

Mrs. L.M. 28 years old is a primigravida. She was diagnosed as having a fetus with ventriculomegaly at 25 weeks of gestation (Figure 1(a)) that evolved rapidly to a hydrocephalus in the same week. Termination of the pregnancy was performed at 26 weeks of gestation. “TORCH” serologies were negative and amniocentesis helped

![Figure 1](image-url). Ultrasonography results. (a) Ventriculomegaly with absence of medial structures (alobar holoprosencephaly, Case 1); (b) bilateral ventriculomegaly and incomplete septum (Case 2); (c) bilateral ventriculomegaly and septal disruption (Case 3).
Figure 2. Morphology of the skull and the face. (a) cyclopia, proboscis, arhinia and long philtrum (case 1), (b) macrocrania, bulging fontanelles (case 2).

Figure 3. Fetopathological examination: (a) macroscopical examination: alobar holoprosencephaly with absence of interhemispheric fissure (Case 1). (b) microscopical examination: mesencephalosynapsis with “dome” aspect of the mesencephalon with no differentiation of the inferior colliculi. Stenosis of the Sylvius aqueduct with a reduced caliber (observation after cresyl violet staining and ×100 magnification).

Table 1. Résultats des autopsies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foetus</th>
<th>Examen externe</th>
<th>Macroscopie</th>
<th>Microscopie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Proboscis (1.5 cm) arhinia, philtrum long, Cleft palate (2.5 cm)</td>
<td>Brain with absence of interhemispheric fissure</td>
<td>No available data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Absence of bulb and olfactory tract</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normal cerebellum.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Heart abnormalities with right heart tip, atrio-ventricular communication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>macrocephaly, bulging fontanelle</td>
<td>Brain with triventricular dilation, septum disruption, corpus callosum present but broken</td>
<td>Brainstem: weakly differentiated inferior colliculi, reduced aqueduct of Sylvius in favour of mesencephalosynapsis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brainstem: Poorly individualized colliculi, reduced aqueduct of sylvius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cerebellum with a transverse diameter at 18 mm (for a normal size at 27 mm at this stage of development) with normal morphology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to establish a normal karyotype of the fetus with formula 46, XX. Alobar holoprosencephaly was diagnosed at the post mortem examination. The fetus had facial anomalies, with cyclopia, proboscis, arhinia, long philum, and a 2.5 cm cleft palate (Figure 2(a)).

Case 2

Mrs. A.M. 21 years old is also primigravida. The analysis of the obstetrical file reveals a toxoplastic seroconversion during the pregnancy. Indeed, reading his first prenatal report at 7 weeks of amenorrhea, revealed a serology for low positive IgM toxoplasmosis with negative IgG without subsequent control. A TORCH serological assessment was performed after the discovery of ventriculomegaly at 22 weeks (Figure 1(b)) and demonstrated the positivity of IgM and IgG antibodies for toxoplasmosis. The brain calcifications found on the ultrasound were in favor of the diagnosis Amniocentesis was performed for a cytogenetic sample and a parasite search by RT-PCR (real-time polymerase chain reaction). The karyotype formula was 46, XX. Fetal toxoplasmic infection was confirmed by RT-PCR. Fetal death in utero occurred at 26 weeks of gestation. After expulsion, the parents refused the autopsy but allowed a morphological examination of the fetus. A complete external morphological examination and biometric measurements were performed in agreement with the parents who refused the autopsy. Morphological examination revealed macrocranium, bulging fontanelles and hypertelorism. The cranial perimeter was at the 90th percentile compared to the fetus of the same term (Figure 2(b)).

Case 3

The anamnesis of Madame A.T. 26 years old, also primigravida highlights a notion of insulin-dependent diabetes in the family, without any other particular antecedents. She underwent medical abortion at 27 weeks of gestation for which the indication was bilateral ventriculomegaly (Figure 1(c)). “TORCH” serologies were negative and the karyotype was normal with the formula 46, XX. The fetus presented macrocephaly and bulging fontanelle. Mesencephalosynapsis was diagnosed after neuropathologic examination.

4. Discussion

Prevalence

Brain malformations account for 9% of isolated malformations and 16% of polymalformative syndromes, so for a quarter of all fetal malformations [7]. Fetal brain ventriculomegaly (FVM) is the most common fetal brain abnormality seen on ultrasound [8]. This observation remains the same in our regions, as described in Senegal [9] or in Benin [4] with detection during the ultrasound examination of the second or the third trimester. It is nevertheless only a sign of ultrasound call, witnessing fetal brain pathology. It leads to both invasive procedures (amniocentesis) and anxiety for the couple [1]. The detection of FVM often spells poor prognosis especially if there are associated malformations. Den Hollander [10] indicates that the prognosis seems better with isolated ventricu-
It is therefore necessary to establish a precise diagnosis in order to determine the prognosis for the fetus and perform prenatal counseling for prevention [11]. The causes are multiple and can be from infectious, vascular or toxic origin or still remain unknown [8].

In our study, the foetopathological examination established the diagnosis of alobar holoprosencephaly and mesencephalosynapsis. Chromosomal abnormalities are classically reported in minor ventriculomegaly (up to 27%) [12]. In our study, karyotypes were normal.

In case of toxoplasmosis, the parasite destroys the cerebral parenchyma with foci of necrosis [13]. The destruction of the choroid plexuses and parenchyma can be responsible for CSF resorption disorder. Cyst formation is also an obstacle to its flow [14]. If the autopsy was performed in the case of the fetus with toxoplasmosis, it would have detected ophthalmological lesions like chorioretinitis, microphthalmia, cataract or glaucoma, especially in case of severe infestation [15].

Holoprosencephaly is a rare and serious malformation resulting from a lack of cleavage of the forebrain. During embryogenesis, primordial cerebral vesicles divide to give new vesicles [16] [17] with the exception of the mesencephalon (Figure 4).

The midbrain is initially a tubular structure with a wall composed of peri-ependymal grey substance and a peripheral white substance. The ependymal cavity originally very wide, will see its light decrease to form only a narrow channel, the aqueduct of mesencephalon or Sylvius, allowing the CSF to circulate from the 3rd to the 4th ventricle. On its dorsal surface, four reliefs will constitute the colliculi. The dorsal lips will proliferate and form the cerebellum.

Holoprosencephaly may be associated with facial abnormalities [4] [6]. It is characterized by the presence of a single ventricular cavity with or without interhemispheric septum. Thus, depending on the degree of septal agenesis, holoprosencephaly can be complete, alobar or semi-lobar [Hornoy, Dia].

Mesencephalosynapsis is defined as the fusion or absence of differentiation of

Figure 4. Neurulation and formation of the cerebral vesicles (a) neural tube at the end of the 3 WED, (b) primary cerebral vesicles at 4 WED, (c) secondary cerebral vesicles at the 5 WED. (Drawing according to Poaty [6]).
the colliculi associated with a decrease in size of the Sylvius aqueduct diameter. In the case that we report, it is an isolated malformation. It is most often associated with other abnormalities including rhombencephalosynapsis, with agenesis or hypogenesis of vermis, a fusion of dental nuclei and a fusion of the cerebellar lobes [18]. In other cases, mesencephalosynapsis may be associated with thalami and third ventricle fusion with diencephalon mesencephalosynapsis [19].

In Launay’s study [8] concerning 61 fetuses followed for ventriculomegaly, these etiologies were found only once, respectively, with a case of semi-lobar holoprosencephaly, a case of stenosis of the Sylvius aqueduct and a case of cerebral toxoplasmosis. The final diagnosis was obtained after post-mortem examination and was established in about 40% of cases.

Some authors consider the mechanism of occurrence rather than etiology because the cause is sometimes difficult to establish. Indeed, a malformation responsible for the ventriculomegaly can be itself the result of a genetic, infectious or toxic etiology.

Thus, Darouich [5] describes 4 groups of pathologies that constitute 86% of disorders causing ventriculomegaly. These are in order of frequency: 1) malformations of the midline and the forebrain, including the stenosis of the Sylvius aqueduct, 2) cyto-architectural disorders of the brain with mainly neuronal ektopias, 3) hemorrhagic disorders, 4) CSF resorption or destruction of brain tissue.

In Darouich series [5], only 21% of 183 fetuses were able to have a substantiated diagnosis. Studies comparing the results of imaging and pathological examination indicate that even if the overall correlation is good, anatomic pathology can be used to correct the diagnosis [20]. In Launay study [8], the pathological examination revealed microscopic foci of neuronal heterotopy of the cerebellum and other diagnoses that had not been identified on MRI, such as stenosis of the cerebral Sylvius aqueduct, but also anoxo-ischemic lesions or the presence of a rhombencephalosynapsis. Thus, the foetopathological examination reveals unknown malformations allowing the establishment of a strategy for subsequent pregnancies.

In Ferguson study [21], the neuropathological study was able to demonstrate an active proliferation of the parasite in the fetal brain despite the appearance of an immune response with positive IgG and suggest continued treatment of toxoplasmosis in pregnant women even after seroconversion.

The neuropathological study is a valuable tool to assess an etiology in case of ventriculomegaly when it is possible. It is an essential morphological contribution in order to classify malformations in nosological groups such as mild line abnormalities. If pathological entities can be identified by their mechanism of occurrence, the etiology in question is not always identified. Thus, diagnosis at the molecular level remains a research topic to explore [5].

5. Conclusion

Fetal Ventriculomegaly is one of the most common signs for fetal brain disease...
in prenatal diagnosis. MRI, now more accessible in our regions, is to propose to better guide a justified termination of pregnancy. A fetopathological examination is recommended to establish a precise diagnosis in case of termination of the pregnancy. This approach in our practice would help, in order to establish the profile of main causes in our regions and be able to perform adequate prenatal counseling.
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